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ABSTRACT  Face recognition is the biometric identification of human's face and matching the image against a library of known faces. The algorithm used to simulate the above is Eigen faces algorithm. The software which is been proposed to implement is OpenCL. OpenCL (Open Computing Language) is an open standard for general purpose parallel programming across CPUs, GPUs and other processors, is portable and provides efficient access to the power of these heterogeneous processing platforms. The OpenCL API has functions to identify devices, compile programs, send and receive information and run OpenCL programs on the chosen device. The proposed system is been simulated in MSVS (Microsoft visual studio 2010) using AMD APP SDK (Advanced Micro Devices Accelerated Parallel Processing Software Development Kit).
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I. INTRODUCTION
A face recognition system is a computer application for automatically identifying or verifying a person from a digital image or a video frame from a video source. It is the ability to recognize people by their facial characteristics. One of the ways to do this is by comparing selected facial features from the image and a facial database. It involves the comparison of a perceived pattern with stored representations of familiar faces. One notable aspect of face recognition is the broad interdisciplinary nature of the interest in it: within computer recognition and pattern recognition; biometrics and security; multimedia processing; psychology and neuroscience. Face recognition as a biometric derives a number of advantages from being the primary biometric that humans use to recognize one another. Some of the earliest identification tokens, i.e. portraits, use this biometric as an authentication pattern. Furthermore it is well-accepted and easily understood by people, and it is easy for a human operator to arbitrate machine decisions — in fact face images are often used as a human-verifiable backup to automated fingerprint recognition systems. Face recognition has the advantage of ubiquity and of being universal over other major biometrics, in that everyone has a face and everyone readily displays the face. The most advanced technology is based on the Eigenface algorithm, which maps the characteristics of a person's face into a multidimensional face space. Computers can conduct facial database searches and/or perform live, one-to-one or one-to-many verifications with unprecedented accuracy and split-second processing. Users can be granted secure access to their computer, mobile devices, or for online e-commerce, simply by looking into their Webcam. Neural networks were used for earlier face recognition systems, but with Eigenface, the computer cannot be easily fooled by photographs or by someone else with similar appearance. Inadequate constraint or handling of such variability inevitably leads to failures in recognition. These include:

Physical changes: facial expression change; aging; personal appearance (make-up, glasses, facial hair, hairstyle, disguise).

Acquisition geometry changes: change in scale, location and in-plane rotation of the face (facing the camera) as well as rotation in depth (facing the camera obliquely, or presentation of a profile, not full-frontal face).

Imaging changes: lighting variation; camera variations; channel characteristics (especially in broadcast, or compressed images).

The main challenges of face recognition today are handling rotation in depth and broad lighting changes, together with personal appearance changes. Even under good conditions, however, accuracy needs to be improved. Many applications for face recognition have been envisaged. Commercial applications have so far only scratched the surface of the potential. Installations so far are limited in their ability to handle pose, age and lighting variations, but as technologies to handle these effects are developed, huge opportunities for deployment exist in many domains.
Open Computing Language (OpenCL) is a framework for writing programs that execute across heterogeneous platforms consisting of central processing unit (CPUs), graphics processing unit (GPUs), and other processors. OpenCL includes a language (based on C99) for writing kernels (functions that execute on OpenCL devices), plus application programming interfaces (APIs) that are used to define and then control the platforms.

Microsoft Visual Studio is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) from Microsoft. It is used to develop console and graphical user interface applications along with Windows Forms applications, web sites, web applications, and web services in both native code together with managed code for all platforms supported by Microsoft Windows, Windows Mobile, Windows CE, .NET Framework, .NET Compact Framework and Microsoft Silverlight. Visual Studio supports different programming languages by means of language services, which allow the code editor and debugger to support (to varying degrees) nearly any programming language, provided a language-specific service exists. Built-in languages include C/C++ (via Visual C++), VB.NET (via Visual Basic .NET), C# (via Visual C#), and F# (as of Visual Studio 2010).

II. METHODOLOGY

GENERATION OF EIGENFACES

A set of eigenfaces can be generated by performing a mathematical process called principal component analysis (PCA) on a large set of images depicting different human faces. Informally, eigenfaces can be considered a set of "standardized face ingredients", derived from statistical analysis of many pictures of faces. Any human face can be considered to be a combination of these standard faces. For example, one's face might be composed of the average face plus 10% from eigenface 1, 55% from eigenface 2, and even _-3%_ from eigenface 3. Remarkably, it does not take many eigenfaces combined together to achieve a fair approximation of most faces. Also, because a person's face is not recorded by a digital photograph, but instead as just a list of values (one value for each eigenface in the database used), much less space is taken for each person's face.

The eigenfaces that are created will appear as light and dark areas that are arranged in a specific pattern. This pattern is how different features of a face are singled out to be evaluated and scored. There will be a pattern to evaluate symmetry, if there is any style of facial hair, where the hairline is, or evaluate the size of the nose or mouth. Other eigenfaces have patterns that are less simple to identify, and the image of the eigenface may look very little like a face.

III. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

To create a set of eigenfaces, one must:

1. Prepare a training set of face images. The pictures constituting the training set should have been taken under the same lighting conditions, and must be normalized to have the eyes and mouths aligned across all images. They must also be all resampled to a common pixel resolution \( r \times c \). Each image is treated as one vector, simply by concatenating the rows of pixels in the original image, resulting in a single row with \( r \times c \) elements. For this implementation, it is assumed that all images of the training set are stored in a single matrix \( T \), where each row of the matrix is an image.

2. Subtract the mean. The average image \( a \) has to be calculated and then subtracted from each original image in \( T \).

3. Calculate the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix \( S \). Each eigenvector has the same dimensionality (number of components) as the original images, and thus can itself be seen as an image. The eigenvectors of this covariance matrix are therefore called eigenfaces. They are the directions in which the images differ from the mean image. Usually this will be a computationally expensive step (if at all possible), but the practical applicability of eigenfaces stems from the possibility to compute the eigenvectors of \( S \) efficiently, without ever computing \( S \) explicitly, as detailed below.

4. Choose the principal components. The \( D \times D \) covariance matrix will result in \( D \) eigenvectors, each representing a direction in the \( r \times c \)-dimensional image space. The eigenvectors (eigenfaces) with largest associated eigenvalue are kept.
These eigenfaces can now be used to represent both existing and new faces: we can project a new (mean-subtracted) image on the eigenfaces and thereby record how that new face differs from the mean face. The eigenvalues associated with each eigenface represent how much the images in the training set vary from the mean image in that direction. We lose information by projecting the image on a subset of the eigenvectors, but we minimize this loss by keeping those eigenfaces with the largest eigenvalues. For instance, if we are working with a 100 x 100 image, then we will obtain 10,000 eigenfaces. In practical applications, most faces can typically be identified using a projection on between 100 and 150 eigenfaces, so that most of the 10,000 eigenvectors can be discarded.

IV. COMPUTING THE EIGENVECTORS

Performing PCA directly on the covariance matrix of the images is often computationally infeasible. If small, say 100 x 100, greyscale images are used, each image is a point in a 10,000-dimensional space and the covariance matrix S is a matrix of 10,000 x 10,000 = 10^6 elements. However the rank of the covariance matrix is limited by the number of training examples: if there are N training examples, there will be at most N-1 eigenvectors with non-zero eigenvalues. If the number of training examples is smaller than the dimensionality of the images, the principal components can be computed more easily as follows.

Let T be the matrix of preprocessed training examples, where each column contains one mean-subtracted image. The covariance matrix can then be computed as \( S = T^T T \) and the eigenvector decomposition of S is given by

\[ S v_i = T^T T v_i = \lambda_i v_i \]

However \( T^T T \) is a large matrix, and if instead we take the eigenvalue decomposition of

\[ T^T T u_i = \lambda_i u_i \]

then we notice that by pre-multiplying both sides of the equation with T, we obtain

\[ T T^T T u_i = \lambda_i T u_i \]

Meaning that, if \( u_i \) is an eigenvector of \( T^T T \), then \( v_i = T u_i \) is an eigenvector of S. If we have a training set of 300 images of 100 x 100 pixels, the matrix \( T^T T \) is a 300 x 300 matrix, which is much more manageable than the 10000 x 10000 covariance matrix. Notice however that the resulting vectors \( v_i \) are not normalised; if normalisation is required it should be applied as an extra step.

V. CONCLUSION

Thus, a face recognition algorithm (PCA based recognition algorithm) using OpenCL is simulated. The input image is the one existing in the database (here, five sample images are taken under the same illumination conditions). The algorithm gets compiled if the input image matches with the sample images in the database. The program does not get compiled for an unmatch.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The implementation of several other algorithms can be done using the proposed run time environment and the SDK. VB (Visual Basic) interface can be showed on to project a pop up window in case of a match or unmatch. Real time face recognition can be done using a video camera or a web camera.
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